ART
Proportion, balance, workmanship & design
An element of everyday life

The art of painting, sculpture, and architecture are arts of space…which would be defined as extension in all directions…the art of enclosing space. Art is a closed unity, where all elements are tied together with their companions and rooted in the same individual creation.

Is a mean of pleasure to the person him/her self that is physical that you can see. Refers to a diverse range of activities and artifacts which would include music, literature, and performing plays or movies.

Art is anything that is created with the intentions of showing meaning. Art can be so many different things. Art is **Expression with meaning.**
Art is an element of everyday life, an extension in all directions, where all elements are tied together, with their companions; a diverse range of activities/artifacts that bring pleasure and shows meaning.
Some characteristics of art

- Accessibility
- Man-made
- Perceptible external structure, order, form
- Concentration
- Finality
- Value content
- Beauty
- Technical competence
- Emotive content
- Intellectual content
- Imaginative content
- Symbolic qualities
- Universality
- Transcendence
A man-made form of expression, a unified ordered whole, that stimulates the imagination, intellect, and/or emotions, evoking pleasure/pain, and provides meaning.